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Abstract: The concept of covering-based on rough set approximations is proposed. By introduced the 
new concept of “Nano Topological Space” which is defined in terms of lower and upper approximations 
and boundary region. In this paper, by introducing a new notion of complementary neighbourhood, we 
consider some types of neighbourhood - related covering based on nano topological space. We first 
show the basic properties of complementary neighbourhood. Secondly, we explore its relation on 
covering based nano topological space and investigate the properties. Further we characterize the 
covering based nano topological space equipped with the arbitrary binary relation. Finally, we also 
discuss the importance of nano topological complementary neighbourhood and investigate the nano 
topological properties of the lower and upper approximations. 
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Introduction: Lellis Thivagar and Carmel Richard introduced a nano topological space with respect to a 
subset X of an universe which is defined in terms of lower approximation and upper approximation and 
boundary region of a set. However the lower and upper approximations and boundary region are based 
on equivalence relations distinct on it are known to be interchangeable notions, but it has been 
extended to arbitrary binary relation based on nano topological space. The concept of covering-based on 
rough set approximations is proposed by Zakowski [ 10]. In this paper presents the study of 

complementary neighbourhood theory under nano topological space. The order triple pair ),,( CRU  is 

a generalized covering approximation space.Further we introduce the covering based nano topological 
space and also the properties are studied. Likewise, we also propose the importance of nano topological 
complementary neighbourhood and investigate the nano topological properties of the lower and upper 
approximations are studied.  
 
Preliminaries:  

Definition 2.1: [9,11]  Let U  be an universal set, UU´ÍR  be an equivalence relation on U  then 

R/U  (or) R[x] we mean the family of all equivalence classes of R and [x] denotes a equivalence class 

containing an element UÎx .That is }|{=][ yRxyx .  

 

Definition 2.2: [6,5]   Let U  be the non empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an 

equivalence relation on U . Then the pair ),( RU  is called approximation space.  

 

Definition 2.3: ]7[  Let U  be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an 

equivalence relation on U  named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same 

equivalence class are said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair  ( ),RU  is said to be the 

approximation space. Let UÍX .   
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1. The lower approximation [7] of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be for certain 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XLR . That is,

})(:)({=)( XxRxRXL
x

R Í
Î

U
U

, where R(x) denotes the equivalence class determined by x. 

2. The upper approximation [7] of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XUR . That is, )(XUR  = 

})(:)({ f¹Ç
Î

XxRxR
x

U
U

 

3. The boundary region [7] of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be classified neither 

as X nor as not-X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XBR . That is, 

)()(=)( XLXUXB RRR - .  

  

Definition 2.4:  [3] Let U  be an universe, R be an equivalence relation on U  and 

)}(),(),(,,{=)( XBXUXLX RRRR ft U
 

where X UÍ . Then )(XRt  satisfies the following axioms:    

1. U  and )(XRtfÎ .  

2. The union of the elements of any sub-collection of )(XRt  is in )(XRt .  

3. The intersection of the elements of any finite sub-collection of )(XRt  is in )(XRt .  

 That is, )(XRt  forms a topology on U  called the nano topology on U  with respect to X. We call (

)(, XRtU ) as the nano topological space. The elements of )(XRt  are called nano-open sets.  

 

Definition 2.5: [4,9] Let U  be a non empty finite set, }|{= KkCk ÎC  a family of subsets of U . If 

none subsets in C  is empty and U=k
Kk

CU
Î

, then C  is called covering of U . The pair ),( CU  is called 

covering approximation space, if C  is a covering of U .  
  

Definition 2.6 [1,9]   For the pair of approximation space ),( RU  where U  is the non-empty finite set of 

objects called the universe, R be an binary relation on U . Then   

· The after set (or) successor of UÎx  denoted by xR (or) )(xRs , where  

))(( orxRs (x)R = }|{ xRyy UÎ .  

· The fore set (or) predecessor of UÎx  denoted by Rx (or) )(xRp ,where Rx (or)= }|{ yRxy UÎ .  

 

Definition 2.7:  [9]Let U  be a non empty finite set and R be any binary relation on U  and ),( RU  be a 

generalized approximation space. Then, two different coverings for U  by using the concept of after set 
and the fore set as follows:   

· Right Covering (briefly, RC): }:{= UC Î"xxRr  and xR
x

U
U

U

Î

= .  

· Left Covering (briefly, LC): }:{= UC Î"xRxl  and Rx
x

U
U

U

Î

= .  

  
Complementary Neighbourhood Based on Nano Topology: In this section we define a new notion 

of complementary neighbourhood and presented some results. For any UÍX ,we denote -X as the 

complement of X in U .  
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Definition 3.1:  Let ),,( CRU  be generali- zed  covering approximation space, UÎx  and   

1. }:{=)( KxRCKxNRC ÎÎÇ  is called the neighbourhood of x with respect to right covering.  

2. }:{=)( KxLCKxNLC ÎÎÇ  is called the neighbourhood of x with respect to left covering.  

 
Remark 3.2:  From the above definition 3.1, we see that the neighbourhood of any element contains the 

element itself.Therefore,for a right and left covering of a universe U .Also, }:)({ UÎxxNRC  and 

}:)({ UÎxxNLC  is also a covering of U .  

  

Example 3.3:  Let },,,{= dcbaU  and R be a binary relation on U , where 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{(= adacdbcbbaaaR .Then },{= baaR ; },{= dcbR ; }{= acR ; }{= adR

.Also },,{= dcaRa ; }{= aRb ; }{= bRc ; }{= bRd . Hence the neighbourhood of x with respect to 

right covering },{=)(};,{=)(};,{=)(};{=)( dcdNdccNbabNaaN RCRCRCRC . },{)( dcdNRC =

.Also },,{=)(};,,{=)(};{=)(};{=)( dcadNdcacNbbNaaN LCLCLCLC  },,{)( dcadNLC = is the  

neighbourhood of x with respect to left covering.  
  

Definition 3.4  Let ),,( CRU  be generalized covering approximation space. For any UÎx  and   

1. )}(:{=)( yNxyxM RCRC ÎÎU  is called the complementary neighbourhood of x with respect to 

right covering.  

2. )}(:{=)( yNxyxM LCLC ÎÎU  is called the complementary neighbourhood of x with respect to 

left covering.  
 

Proposition 3.5:  Let ),,( CRU  be generalized covering approximation space and UÎx . Then 

}:{=)( CKxKxMRC ÎÏ-Ç   

  
Remark 3.6:  From the above proposition is not true, and a counter example is presented to illustrate it 
as follows.  

  

Example 3.7:  Let },,{= cbaU  and )},(),,(),,(),,(),,{(= acabccbbaaR . Since 

},{=)(},,{=)(},{=)( cacNbabNaaN RCRCRC , according to Definition 3.4, we have 

},,{=)( cbaaMRC . Therefore by proposition 3.5 Æ=)(aMRC .  

 

Definition 3.8:  Let U  be a non empty finite set of objects called the universe and R  be arbitrary 

binary relation on U . The triple pair ),,( CRU  is said to be generalized covering approximation space. 

Let UÍX  and complementary neighbourhood of lower ( )(XL
i

M ), complementary neighbourhood of 

upper ( )(XU
i

M ) approximations and complementary neighbourhood of boundary region ( )(XB
i

M ) 

of X and for each LCRCi ,=  are defined respectively as follows:   

• })(:)({=)( XxMxMXL ii

x
i

M Í
Î

U
U

.  

• })(:)({=)( Æ¹Ç
Î

XxMxMXU ii

x
i

M U
U

.   

)(XB
i

M  = U )(X
i

M  - ).(XL
i

M   
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Definition 3.9:  Let U  be universe, )(xM i be two types of complementary neighbourhoods where 

},{= LCRCi  and )}(),(),(,,{=)( XBXUXLX
i

M
i

M
i

M
i

M ÆUt  forms a nano topology on U  with 

respect to X. We call )}(,{ X
i

MtU  as the nano topology induced by complementary neighbourhoods.  

 

Example 3.10  Let },,,{= dcbaU  and )},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{(= addccbbbdabaR .  

Let UÍ}{= aX  Then },{=};{=};,{=};,{= cadRdcRcbbRdbaR .  

Also },{=};{=};,{=};{= caRdbRcbaRbdRa .  

Since },{)(},,{)(},{)( cbcNbabNaaN RCRCRC ===   }{)( ddNRC =     

and },,{)(},{)(},{)( cacNbbNaaN LCLCLC ===  }{)( ddNLC = . 

Therefore }{)(},,{)(},{)( ccMcbbMaaM RCRCRC === }{)(, ddM RC = and 

}{)(},{)(},,{)( ccMbbMcaaM LCLCLC ===
        

}{)( ddM LC = .Hence )(X
RC

Mt  = )(}},{,,{ Xa
LC

MtÆU  = }},{,,{ caÆU .  

 

Theorem 3.11:  Let ))(,( X
i

MtU  be nano topological space induced by complementary neighbourhoods 

on U  with respect to X, where UÍX .Let UÍYX , . Then   

1.  )()( XUXXL
i

M
i

M ÍÍ .  

2.  U=)(=)( XUXL
i

M
i

M .  

3.  ÆÆÆ =)(=)(
i

M
i

M UL   

4.  If YX Í  then )()( YLXL
i

M
i

M Í , and )()( YUXU
i

M
i

M Í .  

5.  ))]([=)( XUXL
i

M
i

M -- ,where X-  is the complement of X.  

6.  If ))]([=)( XLXU
i

M
i

M -- ,where X-  is the complement of X.  

7.  )(=))(( XLXLL
i

M
i

M
i

M   

 

Proposition 3.12:  Let ))(,( X
i

MtU  be nano topological space induced by complementary 

neighbourhoods on U  with respect to UÍX . Let UÍYX , . Then   

1.  )()(=)( YLXLYXL
i

M
i

M
i

M ÇÇ .  

2 )()(=)( YUXUYXU
i

M
i

M
i

M ÈÈ .  

3.  )()()( YXLYLXL
i

M
i

M
i

M ÈÍÈ  

4.  )()()( YLXUYXU
i

M
i

M
i

M ÇÍÇ .  

 
Complement of Covering in Nano Topology: In this we introduce the complement to get more 
knowledge from a covering, and then they defined a new notion of the complement of a covering in 
nano topology. 
 
Definition 4.1:  Let (U,R,C) be a generalized covering approximation space. We call   

1.  }:{= RCKKRCc Î-  the complement of right covering.  

2.  }:{= LCKKLCc Î-  the complement of left covering.  
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Remark 4.2:  From the above definition 4.1 it is clear that the complement of a right, left covering is not 

necessarily a right, left covering. The Æ  may be belong to the complement of a right and left covering. 

Also, ),,( CRU  is a generalized covering approximation space. Then we denote Æ-cRC  as 
cRcÆ  . We 

call 
cRcÆ  the non-empty complement of RC. Similarly left covering(LC).  

  

Definition 4.3:  Let U  be a non empty finite set of objects called the universe and R  be arbitrary binary 

relation on U . The triple pair ),,( CRU  is said to be generalized covering approximation space. Let 

UÍX  and complement of covering lower ( )(XL
i
N ), complement of covering upper approximations (

)(XU
i
N ) and complement of covering boundary region ( )(XB

i
N ) of X and for each LCRCi ,=  are 

defined respectively as follows:   

(i) })(:)({=)( XxNxNXL ii

x
i
N Í-

Î

U
U

  

(ii) })(:)({=)( Æ¹Ç-
Î

XxNxNXU ii

x
i
N U

U

. (iii) )(XB
i
N  = U )(X

i
N  - ).(XL

i
N   

 

Definition 4.4:  Let U  be universe, )(xNi  be two types of complement of covering where 

},{= LCRCi  and )}(),(),(,,{=)( XBXUXLX
i
N

i
N

i
N

i
N ÆUt  forms a nano topology on U  with 

respect to X. We call )}(,{ X
i
NtU  as the nano topology induced by complement of right and left 

covering.  
 
Example 4.5:  Let us consider the exampe 3.10 

}{=)(},,{=)(},,{=)(},{=)( ddNcbcNbabNaaN RCRCRCRC  ddNRC =)( and 

},{)(},{)(},{)( cacNbbNaaN LCLCLC ===  }{)( ddNLC = and }{= aX . Then -

},,{=)(},,{=)(},,{=)(},,,{=)( cbadNdacNdcbNdcbaN RCRCRCRC ---  },{ da ,

},,{)( cbadNRC =- and
 },,{)(},,{)(

},,,{)(},,,{)(

cbadNdbcN

dcabNdcbaN

LCLC

LCLC

=-=-

=-=-

 
.Hence )(X

RC
Nt  = 

}},,,{,,{ dcbÆU  and )(X
LC
Nt  = }},,{,,{ dcbÆU .  

 

Proposition 4.6:  Let ),,( CRU  be a generalized covering approximation space. Then 
CC  is a covering 

if and only if ÆÇ =C  and CU Ï . 

Proof: Let 
CC  is a covering if and only if U=K

cCK

U
Î

 and 
cCÏÆ  if and only if U=K

CK

U
Î-

 and 

CÏU  if Æ-
Î-

=K
CK

I  and CÏU  if and only if Æ=CI  and CÏU .  

 

Example 4.7:  Let }3,2,1{=U  and (3,3)}(2,3),(2,1),(1,2),{(1,1),=R  is a covering of U  and 

{1,2}=1R , {1,3}=2R , {3}=3R . Then {3}}{1,3},{{1,2},=RC . Therefore Æ=RCI  and 

RCÏ{1,2,3} . Then 
cRC  = {1,2}}{2},{{3},  is a covering of U.  

 

Proposition 4.8:  Let ),,( CRU  be a generalized covering approximation space. For any UÎx , 

)(=)( }{ xNxN ii UÈ  and for each LCRCi ,=  . 

Proof:   Let }:}{{)(}{ KxURCKxN Ui ÎÈÎÇ=È = 
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UKxRCK ÇÎÎÇ }:{ = )(}:{ xNKxRCK i=ÎÎÇ .Hence, similarly proved by left covering.  

 
Conclusion: This paper introduced a newly defined a nano topology induced by complementary 
neighbourhoods. Also, some of their examples are provided. Further, we construct the properties of the 
complement of the covering through the nano topology. We generate new methods for computing the 
complementary neighbourhood based on nano topology from general binary relation. Finally, we 
presented some properties of a covering based on the results of neighbourhoods and complementary 
neighbourhoods of the covering.  The neighbourhood has been widely applied to knowledge 
classification and feature selection. 
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